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THE QUANTITY THEORY OF MONEY:
ITS HISTORICAL EVOLUTION AND ROLE IN POLICY DEBATES

One of the oldest surviving economic doctrines is the quantity theory of money, which in its simplest and crudest form states that changes in the general level of commodity prices are determined primarily by changes in the quantity of money in circulation. This theory dates back at least to the mid-16th century when the French social philosopher Jean Bodin first attributed the price inflation then raging in Western Europe to the abundance of monetary metals imported from the mines of the Spanish colonies in South America. After undergoing considerable refinement, elaboration, amendment, and extension in the late 17th and 18th centuries by John Locke, Richard Cantillon, and David Hume, the quantity theory was integrated into the mainstream of orthodox monetary tradition. Forming the central core of 19th century classical monetary analysis, the quantity theory provided both the dominant conceptual framework for the interpretation of financial events in that century and the chief intellectual foundations of orthodox policy prescriptions designed to preserve the gold standard. Today the quantity theory survives and flourishes in the doctrines of the so-called monetarist school emanating from such institutions as the University of Chicago and the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. Spearheaded by economists Milton Friedman, Karl Brunner, Allen Meltzer, Philip Cagan, and others, contemporary monetarists continue to expound quantity theory propositions similar to those enunciated by their classical predecessors.

The quantity theory has not gone unchallenged, however. As controversial as it is ancient, the quantity theory has probably stimulated more debate than any other single topic in the field of monetary theory. Some of the leading monetary controversies of the past two centuries, including the Bullionist and Currency-Banking School debates of the 1800's, and the controversy between Keynes and the neoclassical economists in the 1930's, have revolved around issues relating to the quantity theory. Moreover, the debate shows little sign of subsiding. Many of the same quantity theory-related issues appearing in the earlier debates figure prominently in the current controversy between the monetarist and post-Keynesian schools of thought.

The purpose of this article is to introduce Economic Review readers to this much-debated theory and to the major monetary controversies surrounding it. Accordingly, the article (1) examines the content and implications of the key propositions of the theory, (2) traces the evolution of these propositions from their 17th and 18th century origins to their present embodiment in monetarist doctrine, (3) sketches the role played by the quantity theory in the Bullionist, Currency-Banking School, and Keynesian policy debates, and (4) outlines the major criticisms leveled against the theory during the past two centuries.

WHAT IS THE QUANTITY THEORY?

Essentially the quantity theory is a hypothesis about the main cause of changes in the value or purchasing power of money. According to the theory, changes in the value of money are determined chiefly by changes in the quantity in circulation. When money becomes abundant, its value or purchasing power falls, and consequently the average of commodity prices rises. Conversely, if money becomes scarce, its purchasing power rises and general prices fall. In short, the quantity theory states that the stock of money (M) is the main determinant of the price level (P).

This brief statement of the theory, however, does not do it full justice. More than just the bare conclusion that money governs prices, the theory also consists of a set of interrelated propositions or postulates that support that conclusion. The most important of these propositions refer to (1) the proportionality of M and P, (2) the active or causal role of M in the monetary transmission mechanism, (3) the neutrality of money, (4) the monetary theory of the price level, and (5) the exogeneity of the nominal stock of money.

The Proportionality Postulate The first proposition states that P will vary in exact proportion to changes in the quantity of M, i.e., a given percentage change in the stock of money will result in an identical percentage change in commodity prices. Associated with the strict classical version of the quantity theory, this proposition follows from the assumption that people want to hold for transactions purposes a constant quantity of real (price-deflated) cash balances, M/P, at the economy's full-capacity level of real output. Because these cashholders look to the
purchasing power rather than to the mere money value of their cash balances, the price level must vary in direct proportion to the nominal money supply to maintain real balances intact.

It should be noted that the proportionality postulate implies that the demand for real cash balances and its counterpart, the circulation velocity of money, are completely stable. For if velocity or the demand for money were unstable, i.e., subject to erratic and unpredictable shifts, one could not safely predict that M and P would change in the same ratio. Suppose, for example, that a doubling of the nominal money supply, M, is accompanied by (1) a halving or (2) a doubling of the desire for real balances. The price level would have to quadruple in the first case and remain unchanged in the second if real balances, M/P, were to attain their desired levels. In fact, any arbitrary shift in the amount of real balances demanded would necessitate a percentage change in P different from that of M. Only if the demand for real balances remains unchanged will the proportionality relationship hold. It follows, therefore, that the strict version of the quantity theory must assume complete stability of the demand for money if it is to predict that money and prices will show equiproportionate variations.

Causal Role of Money A second key proposition of the quantity theory states that the direction of causation or channel of influence runs from M to P, i.e., monetary changes precede and cause price level changes. In this cause-and-effect relationship, money is seen as the active variable and the price level as the passive or dependent variable.

One important implication stemming from the interpretation of money as the active variable is that the proportionality between money and prices refers to an equilibrium condition established via a dynamic adjustment process, and not to an identity that holds at all points in time. The lead-lag, cause-effect relationship between money and prices implies that a change in M initially creates a disequilibrium between M and P. This disequilibrium then invokes forces that cause P to change. Prices continue to change until proportionality is restored and the disequilibrium is eliminated.

For such an adjustment process to occur, however, there must be some mechanism, channel, or linkage through which monetary impulses are transmitted to the price level. Traditionally, two main transmission mechanisms have been identified, namely, the (1) direct expenditure and (2) indirect interest rate mechanisms. The direct mechanism refers to the process by which the impact of a monetary change is channeled to the price level via a prior effect on the demand for goods. The key link in this process is the relationship between the rate of spending on the one hand and the discrepancy between actual and desired real balances on the other. Variations in the rate of spending are seen as the means by which actual real cash balances are adjusted to the level that people desire to hold. Thus, for example, starting from a position of monetary equilibrium, an increase in the money supply initially will raise real cash balances above the pre-existing desired level. Cashholders will be left with more money than they want to hold, thereby prompting them to get rid of the excess via spending for goods. Given that the economy is operating at full capacity, however, the increased spending will exert upward pressure on prices. Spending, prices, and nominal income will continue to rise until cashholders are just satisfied to hold the nominal money in existence. Equilibrium is restored when P has risen sufficiently to bring real cash balances back to the desired level. In brief, the direct mechanism relies on the disequilibrium between actual and desired real balances to induce the spending that ultimately causes prices to change in proportion to the monetary injection. The sequence runs directly from money to spending to prices.

By contrast, the indirect mechanism refers to the process by which a monetary change influences spending and prices indirectly via its prior effect on the interest rate. In this process, a monetary injection first causes the rate of interest to fall, thereby stimulating business investment spending and thus exerting upward pressure on prices. More precisely, the indirect mechanism relies on two links: (1) the creation of a monetary-induced gap between the expected rate of profit on capital investment and the market rate of interest and (2) an investment response to this gap. The direct and indirect mechanisms provide the two main channels through which the dynamic price adjustment process works.

The Neutrality Postulate A third proposition states that, except for transitional adjustment periods, monetary changes exert no influence on real economic variables, e.g., total output, employment, and the product-mix. These variables, it is argued, are determined by basic non-monetary conditions such as tastes, technology, resource endowments, and rates of technical substitution between factor resources. As the quantity of money in no way alters these fundamental conditions, it follows that monetary changes

---

1 Two points of clarification should be made here. First, one does not necessarily have to be a quantity theorist to accept the validity of the monetary transmission mechanisms. In fact, the indirect mechanism today is frequently associated with non-quantity approaches to monetary theory. Second, modern quantity theorists sometimes argue for the direct money-spending mechanism merely as an empirical proxy for a complicated portfolio adjustment process in which specific interest rate effects cannot be captured statistically.
Monetary Theory of the Price Level

The neutrality postulate states that changes in the quantity of money affect only the price level. As stated, however, this proposition is not sufficient to rule out the possibility that non-monetary variables may also be important determinants of P. An additional condition must be invoked. Accordingly, a fourth postulate states that the price level itself tends to be influenced predominantly by changes in the quantity of money. The implication is that price level instability stems principally from monetary rather than non-monetary disturbances. Thus, inflation and deflation are largely attributed to the erratic behavior of the money stock rather than to non-monetary causes originating in the real (commodity) sector of the economy.

It should be noted that the fourth postulate refers to the general price level and not to relative prices, i.e., relationships among the prices of individual commodities (market exchange ratios). Quantity theorists readily admit that non-monetary influences—e.g., technological progress and productivity change; crop failures, embargoes, and other disruptions in the supplies of food and raw materials; monopoly power; excise taxes and the like—can directly affect relative prices. But they argue that such non-monetary-induced changes in the prices of some commodities are often likely to be balanced by opposite changes in the prices of others, leaving the average price level unchanged. They hold that it is usually monetary shocks, not real-sector disturbances, that exert the dominant effect on the general level of prices.

Exogeneity of the Nominal Stock of Money

A fifth condition required by the quantity theory is that the nominal stock of money be non-demand determined. This requirement is a corollary of the proposition that nominal M is the independent causal factor governing P. For if the quantity of money is not an independent variable, but instead responds passively to prior shifts in the demand for it, then quantity theorists could not claim that it played the active initiating role in the determination of the price level.

It should be emphasized that the exogeneity postulate refers to the nominal rather than the real stock of money. The distinction between the two stocks is crucial. Unlike the nominal stock, the real stock is treated by the quantity theory as an endogenous variable determined by the public’s demand for real balances. As previously discussed, the public, via the impact of its spending on the price level, can make the real value (purchasing power) of any given nominal stock of money equal to the desired quantity of real cash balances. In brief, the real money stock is seen as a dependent variable determined by the public’s decisions to acquire or get rid of cash.

Such is not the interpretation given to the nominal stock, however. Quantity theorists long have argued that, in fact, the nominal stock of money is largely determined by factors independent of those determining the demand for it. Traditionally, the quantity theory has treated the nominal money stock as a largely exogenous variable. In the days of the gold specie standard, a nation’s money stock was regarded as mainly predetermined by the past and current production of gold and by the state of the external accounts (balance of payments). Later, when paper money had replaced gold, the stock of money was regarded as exogenously determined by the independent central bank via its control over a narrowly-defined base of so-called high-powered money consisting chiefly of the central bank’s own liabilities. This interpretation of the central bank as the exogenous controller of the money stock, it should be pointed out, assumes the existence of stable links between the base of high-powered money created by the central bank, and the deposit and banknote money generated by the commercial banking system. These stable links are necessary if the total money supply is to behave exactly as its exogenously determined component, the monetary base. Generally, quantity theorists have argued that these stable links exist.
Quantity theorists also have employed the notion of stable linkages to minimize the problems that money substitutes may pose for monetary regulation and control. The quantity theory has never denied that near-moneys may influence spending and prices just as money does. What the theory has denied, however, is that the volume of money substitutes can expand or contract independently of the volume of money and thus act as an autonomous influence on the price level. Instead, money and money substitutes are thought to be related via a stable link so that variations in the former will be accompanied by roughly proportional variations in the latter.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE QUANTITY THEORY
UP TO THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

The main outlines of the quantity theory began to take shape as early as the mid-16th century when Jean Bodin first stated his monetary theory of the price inflation then occurring in Western Europe. Later writers lent precision to Bodin’s hypothesis by postulating that the value or purchasing power of money varies in exact proportion to the quantity in circulation so that a doubling of M will double P and halve the value of the monetary unit. At first the proportionality postulate was treated as an identity. As originally stated by John Locke in 1691, the postulate asserted that P is always proportional to M. In 1752 David Hume introduced the notion of causation by stating that variations in M will cause proportionate changes in P. By the time it reached the Classical economists in the early 19th century, the proportionality postulate was understood as a proposition of comparative static analysis, valid only for the comparison of states of old and new monetary equilibrium after the economic system had fully adjusted to a change in the money stock. It was recognized that proportionality between M and P temporarily would be disturbed during the transition period between successive monetary equilibria.

Richard Cantillon and David Hume, both writing in the 18th century, were the first to apply to the quantity theory the two crucial distinctions: (1) between economic statics and dynamics, i.e., between long-run stationary equilibrium and short-run movements toward equilibrium, and (2) between the long-run neutrality and the short-run non-neutrality of money. In what were perhaps the earliest examples of dynamic process analysis, these writers described the sequence of steps by which the impact of a monetary change spreads from one sector of the economy to another, altering relative prices and quantities in the process. Cantillon and Hume pointed out that adjustment would continue until all prices had changed in equal proportion to the money stock and all quantities had returned to their pre-existing levels. Especially vivid was the Cantillon-Hume account of the short-run non-neutrality of money. Cantillon pointed out that the dynamic adjustment path would be influenced by the way new money was injected into the system. Specifically, he stated that most monetary injections would involve non-neutral distribution effects. He argued that, generally, new money will not be distributed among individuals in proportion to their pre-existing share of money holdings. Some will receive more, and others less, than their proportionate share. The former group will benefit at the expense of the latter and therefore, via their money outlays, will play a greater role in determining the composition of output. In short, Cantillon demonstrated how initial distribution effects temporarily could alter the pattern of expenditures and thus the structure of production and the allocation of resources.

David Hume described how different degrees of money illusion among income recipients, coupled with time delays in the adjustment process, could cause costs to lag behind prices, thus creating profits and stimulating the formation of optimistic profit expectations. Hume believed that both actual profits and optimistic expectations would spur business expansion and employment during the transition period. These non-neutral effects were expected to vanish in the long-run, however.

To the Cantillon-Hume list of temporary non-neutral effects, 19th century economists added others, most of which stemmed from the fixity of certain types of contractual payments and from the failure of all factor-resource prices to adjust with equal swiftness. These additional non-neutral effects included: (1) the lag of money wages behind prices which temporarily reduces real wages, thereby encouraging increased demand for labor; (2) the stimulus to output occasioned by inflation-induced reductions in real debt burdens which shift real income from unproductive creditor-rentiers to productive debtor-entrepreneurs; (3) so-called “forced-saving” effects, i.e., changes in the fraction of the economy’s resources diverted from consumption into capital formation owing to price-induced redistributions of income among socio-economic classes having different propensities to save and invest; and (4) the stimulus to investment spending imparted by a temporary reduction in the loan rate of interest below the profit rate on real capital.

While acknowledging the existence of these non-neutral effects, however, classical quantity theorists
frequently tended to minimize their importance. This de-emphasis of transition effects is what distinguished the classical version of the quantity theory from the earlier Cantillon-Hume version. Whereas the latter tended to stress dynamic disequilibrium periods in which money matters much, classical analysts focused on long-run equilibrium in which money is just a veil. Whereas Cantillon and Hume thought that transition periods would be protracted, classical analysts saw them as evanescent. Whereas the Cantillon-Hume analysis stressed the output and employment effects of inflation, classical analysis virtually ignored, or treated as insignificant, those real effects. The prevailing view, the position of the most influential of the classical economists, especially David Ricardo, was that these disequilibrium effects were ephemeral and unimportant, mere qualifications to the long-run equilibrium analysis. This opinion may have been conditioned by Ricardo’s penchant for abstract, comparative-static theorizing. Or perhaps it sprang from his desire for an uncomplicated and convincing theory to support his charge that inflation in Britain was solely the result of the Bank of England’s irresponsible overissue of currency. Such a theory would be more effective if it isolated price-level effects and abstracted from real effects. Most likely, Ricardo and other classical economists avoided discussions of any beneficial output and employment effects of monetary injections in fear of providing crude inflationists with arguments to support their case. Whatever the reason, non-neutral transition effects were slighted.

Finally, an advance in understanding of the monetary transmission mechanism occurred. This progress accompanied the historical evolution from a predominantly full-bodied money to a mixed metal-paper money that occurred in the 18th century. Written in the era of full-bodied money, the Cantillon-Hume account of the adjustment process had relied solely on the direct mechanism to raise prices. In the Cantillon-Hume analysis, an arbitrary influx of gold coin induces an increase in the rate of spending until all incomes and prices had risen in proportion to the monetary injection. The direct mechanism, however, no longer sufficed as an explanation of the adjustment process after gold coin had given way to bank notes in the 19th century. The main shortcoming of the direct mechanism was that it failed to explain how bank notes and other forms of paper money are injected into the system. In his 1802 classic, *The Paper Credit of Great Britain*, Henry Thornton provided the first exposition of the indirect mechanism. Pointing out that new money created by banks enters the financial markets initially via an expansion of bank loans, Thornton described how the increased supply of loanable funds temporarily reduces the loan rate of interest below the profit rate (expected yield) on new capital projects. This disparity between profit and loan rates stimulates additional investment spending, thereby exerting upward pressure on product prices, including the price of investment goods. With investment goods becoming increasingly expensive, however, businessmen require more and more loans to finance their purchases. The demand for loans therefore increases, bidding up the loan rate of interest in the process. Equilibrium is reestablished when rising loan demand eventually overtakes the initially expanded supply and the money rate of interest rises back into equality with the profit rate. Nineteenth century quantity theorists incorporated both the Cantillon-Hume direct mechanism and the Thornton indirect mechanism in their explanation of the linkages between M and P.

**ROLE OF THE QUANTITY THEORY IN CLASSICAL POLICY DEBATES**

The first half of the 19th century, an era in which the doctrines of the British classical school dominated economic thought, saw the emergence of a concentrated and systematic application of the quantity theory to policy problems. Having been quickly absorbed into the mainstream of classical analysis, the quantity theory became the standard conceptual framework for the analysis of monetary problems and for the formulation of practical policy recommendations. The central monetary problems in England at that time related to the maintenance of external equilibrium and the restoration and preservation of the gold standard. Consequently, the quantity theory tended to be directed toward the analysis of international price levels, gold drains, exchange rate fluctuations, trade balance deficits, and related problems.

The **Quantity Theory and the Price-Specie-Flow Mechanism** It was only natural that the quantity theory was applied to these problems of international finance. After all, the theory had long played a strategic role in the classical theory of international trade. The quantity theory was the key ingredient in the classical explanation of the operation of the price-specie-flow mechanism, i.e., the automatic self-regulating adjustment mechanism that insures the restoration and preservation of balance of payments equilibrium and that governs the international distribution of the precious metals. One of the earliest rigorous explanations of the specie-flow mechanism was provided by David Hume. In one of the more celebrated pas-
The Bullionist Controversy The two great monetary debates of the classical era were (1) the Bullionist controversy that took place in the first two decades of the 19th century during and immediately after the Napoleonic Wars and (2) the Currency School-Banking School controversy during the middle decades of the century. The Bullionist controversy was provoked by events following a major policy shift in 1797. In that year, under the stress of the Napoleonic Wars, Britain left the gold standard for an inconvertible paper standard. A series of gold drains, coinciding with heavy military outlays abroad, extravagant government borrowing, and extraordinary wheat imports, had virtually exhausted the Bank of England’s gold holdings. The depletion of the Bank’s gold reserve thus forced the suspension of specie payments. The Bank was released from its obligation to exchange gold for currency at the fixed mint price, i.e., bank notes were no longer automatically convertible into gold. The suspension of specie payments was followed by a rise in the price of bullion, foreign exchange, and commodities in terms of paper currency. A debate then arose centering on the following issues: Was the pound depreciated? Was there inflation in Britain and if so, what was its source?

The Bullionists, led by David Ricardo, argued that currency depreciation and inflation did exist, that the overissue of bank notes by the Bank of England was its cause, and that the premium quoted on bullion (the difference between the market and the old mint price of gold in terms of paper money) was the proof. Price indexes not being in use then, the Bullionists used the gold premium as we use price indexes today to measure the extent of inflation.

The Bullionists arrived at their conclusions via the following route: the quantity of money determines domestic prices; domestic prices affect the exchange rate; and the exchange rate between inconvertible paper and gold standard currencies determines the premium on gold. It follows, therefore, that the depreciation of the exchange rate below gold parity (i.e., below the ratio of the respective old mint prices of gold in each country) and the existence of the premium on bullion both constituted evidence that prices were higher and the quantity of money greater in Britain than would have been the case had the country still been on the gold standard.

In short, the depreciation of both the internal and the external value of the paper pound was attributed solely to the redundancy of money, and the Bank of England was reproached for having taken advantage of the suspension to expand its note issues recklessly. Thus, like present day monetarists, Bullionists located the source of inflation in the central bank. But the Bullionists went even further, charging that the Bank was also responsible for the external specie drains that led to the restriction of cash payments. Bullionists claimed that the redundancy of notes, by forcing up domestic prices relative to foreign prices, had caused the trade balance to become adverse, thus forcing gold to leave the country. Here is the quantity theory view of money as the active disturber of economic equilibrium.

The same quantity theory reasoning underlay the Bullionists’ policy prescription for restoring convertibility. Bullionists held that the sole prerequisite for the restoration of specie payments at the old mint price was the contraction of the note issue. The assumption was that the reduction in the money supply would lower internal prices, remove the trade deficit, bring the exchanges back to par, and eliminate the premium on bullion. With sufficient reduction of the note issue, convertibility could be restored without
fear that an external drain of gold would again deplete the country's bullion reserve.

Control of the Money Supply  In the main, the theory employed by the Bullionists in locating the source of inflation was the same quantity theory that they had inherited from their pre-classical predecessors. It would be wrong, however, to assume that the Bullionists did not add anything to the theory. Their specific contribution related to the question of the control of the money supply. They were the first to develop the idea that the stock of money, or at least the currency component, could be effectively regulated via the control of a narrowly defined monetary base. This point was first brought out in their treatment of the relation between the volume of Bank of England notes and the note issues of the country banks. The money supply at that time consisted of gold coin and the note liabilities of both the Bank of England and country banks. The link between the entire money supply and the Bank of England's note component might have appeared tenuous because of the possibility of the country bank note component expanding and contracting independently of Bank of England notes. But the Bullionists denied this possibility on two grounds. First, the country banks tended to keep as a reserve Bank of England notes equal to a relatively constant percentage of their own note liabilities. Second, any overissue of country bank notes (and consequent rise in local prices relative to London prices) would drain Bank note reserves from the countryside to London via a regional balance of payments or specie-flow mechanism, thereby forcing the country banks to contract their note issues. For these reasons, asserted the Bullionists, country bank notes would be passively tied to Bank of England notes by a virtually rigid link and could expand or contract only if the Bank's own issues did. This is the origin of the quantity theory view that control of a narrowly-defined base of "high-powered money" implies virtual control of the money supply.

The Currency-Banking Debate  The second great 19th century debate in which the quantity theory played a leading role was the Currency-Banking controversy over the question of the regulation of the bank note issue. This debate took place in the 30-year period following Britain's return to the gold standard in 1821. The main policy objectives of this period included maintenance of fixed exchange rates and the automatic gold convertibility of the pound. Members of the Currency School, applying the precepts of their Bullionist forebears, held that such preservation of the gold standard could be secured only through rigid adherence to the "Currency Principle" of making the existing mixed gold-paper currency behave exactly as would a wholly metallic currency, i.e., by requiring banknotes to expand and contract one for one with variations in gold reserves. Given the desirability of making paper money behave exactly like a metallic one, however, by what means or device was this result to be achieved? By the mere requirement of gold convertibility alone? Or by the imposition of even stricter rules and regulations on the note issue? These questions constituted one of the central issues of the controversy.

Safeguards to Note Overissue: Convertibility vs. Regulation  The Bullionists had argued earlier that convertibility as such would be sufficient to insure that banknotes would respond automatically to gold flows in conformity with the principle that the mixed currency should behave like a metallic one. Convertibility alone, Bullionists thought, would be an adequate safeguard against overissue. If too many notes were issued, they reasoned, then according to the quantity theory the value of the notes would fall and the foreign exchange rate would depreciate. People would then convert notes into gold for export, and the consequent loss in specie reserves would force the Bank to contract its note issues.

Members of the Currency School, however, regarded convertibility as an inadequate check to overissue. They feared that even a legally convertible currency would be issued to excess with the following unfortunate consequences: rising domestic prices relative to foreign prices; unfavorable balance of payments; weakened foreign exchange; gold outflow; depletion of gold reserves; and ultimately, suspension of convertibility. The rate of reserve depletion would be accelerated, they noted, if the external gold drain coincided with an internal drain as domestic residents, alarmed by the possibility of suspension, sought to convert paper currency into gold.

Time Lags and Destabilizing Policy Responses  The apprehensions of the Currency School stemmed from its belief that the past actions of the Bank of England had been perverse and destabilizing. This destabilization argument stressed the adverse effects of time lags on the Bank's policy response to gold outflows and to exchange rate movements. Specifically, the Currency School argued that long lags existed between changes in the volume of notes outstanding and consequent changes in prices and the exchange rate. Owing to these lags, the exchange rate would be slow in registering the effect of a note overissue and in signaling the need for a corrective contraction. Guided by the exchange rate indicator,
the Bank would continue to expand its specie-displacing note issues long after the appropriate time for contraction.

In sum, the Currency School contended that long time-lags affected the Bank's policy response to gold drains. Because of these delays, the Bank's reactions to external drains often came too late to protect the specie reserve and served instead to weaken public confidence in the Bank's ability to maintain convertibility. Moreover, when the Bank finally did apply restrictive policies to stem the gold losses, these policy actions tended to coincide with and to exacerbate the financial panics and liquidity crises that inevitably seemed to follow periods of currency and credit excess. In short, the Currency School alleged that the Bank's policy actions had accentuated, rather than alleviated, economic disturbances. These Currency School arguments foreshadowed by more than 100 years Milton Friedman's doctrine that the prevalence of long lags in the response of spending and prices to changes in the money supply, and, to a lesser extent, in the policymakers' response to changes in the economy, tend to render discretionary stabilization efforts destabilizing. What was needed to prevent the recurrence of gold drains, exchange depreciation, and domestic liquidity crisis, the Currency School thought, was convertibility plus strict regulation of the volume of Bank notes.

Policy Prescriptions of the Currency School The Currency School was successful in exacting its ideas into legislation. The famous Bank Charter Act of 1844 embodied the prescription that, except for a small fixed amount of notes that the Bank could issue against government securities, new notes could be emitted only if the Bank had received an equivalent amount of gold. In modern terminology, the Charter Act established a marginal gold reserve requirement of 100 percent behind note issues. With notes rigidly tied to gold in this fashion, external gold drains would be accompanied by reduction of a like amount of notes domestically.

The quantity theory clearly underlay the Currency School's prescription for stabilizing prices, securing convertibility, and preserving the gold standard by tying the note issue to gold. For this prescription was based on the postulate that money stock changes cause price level changes. The Currency School held that the channel of influence ran from domestic note overissue to rising prices to a weakened trade balance and deterioration of the foreign exchanges and, ultimately, to gold outflows. Similarly, domestic price rises would be reversed and the foreign exchanges strengthened by reducing the note issue. By tying notes to gold with a 100 percent reserve requirement, the money stock would be regulated and, consequently, the stability of the external value of the pound would be achieved automatically.

**Money Substitutes and the Effectiveness of Monetary Control** The Currency School also contributed to the quantity theory doctrine that money substitutes cannot impair the effectiveness of monetary regulation. This proposition is based on two underlying presumptions: (1) that money, the specific control instrument, can be clearly identified and unambiguously distinguished from money substitutes and (2) that money and near-money are related via a stable link so that variations in the former will be accompanied by predictable variations in the latter. These points were brought out in the Currency School's treatment of bank notes versus other forms of circulating media. At a time when bills of exchange and bank deposits were being employed increasingly as instruments of exchange, Currency School advocates concentrated solely on notes. They insisted that money be defined to include only coins and notes and that monetary regulation be confined to notes. They felt justified in excluding near-money—bills of exchange and bank deposits—from their policy analysis. They thought that the entire superstructure of money substitutes could be regulated effectively by control of the money (bank note) base. In particular, they thought that the limitation on note issues constituted an ultimate constraint on the creation of deposits. Hence, rigid control of the former implied equally rigid control of the latter. Thus, if notes could be controlled, there would be no need for explicit control of deposits. They defended their sharp distinction between money (coin and notes) and near-money (deposits and bills) on two grounds. First, the low circulation velocity of near-moneys rendered those instruments quantitatively insignificant relative to notes as exchange media. Second, in times of financial crises near-moneys were poor substitutes for money strictly speaking, because only the latter would be accepted in final payment. Here, in the Currency School's analysis, is the origin of quantity theorists' tendency (1) to make a sharp delineation between money and other liquid assets and (2) to deny that near-moneys can frustrate the effects of changes in the money supply.

**ANTI-QUANTITY THEORY VIEWS**

A Catalogue of Criticisms There has long been a body of doctrine opposed to the quantity theory. At one time or another each of the following criti-
cisms have been leveled against the theory. These criticisms are neither mutually exclusive nor are they always consistent: There is some overlapping and some conflict.

(1) Modern Keynesians argue that the quantity theory is invalid because it assumes an automatic tendency to full employment. If resource unemployment and excess capacity exist, a monetary expansion, if effective, may produce a rise in output rather than a rise in prices. More generally, monetary expansion may not be effective at all. Monetary changes may have a permanent effect on output, interest rates, and other real variables, contrary to the neutrality postulate of the quantity theory.

(2) Post-Keynesian economists also contend that the quantity theory erroneously assumes the stability of velocity and its counterpart, the demand for money. In fact, velocity is a volatile, unpredictable variable, influenced by expectations, uncertainty, and by changes in the volume of money substitutes. The erratic behavior of velocity makes it impossible to predict the effect that a given monetary change will have on prices. Changes in velocity may produce a net (negative) impact on the price-level impact of a monetary change.

(3) Nineteenth century proponents of the so-called real bills doctrine argued that, contrary to the quantity theory, the money supply is an endogenous variable that responds passively to shifts in the demand for it. One implication is that monetary changes cannot influence prices. Being demand-determined, the stock of money cannot exceed or fall short of the quantity of money demanded. And with the quantity of money supplied always identical to the quantity demanded, no situation of excess supply or redundancy of money can ever develop to stimulate spending and force up prices. In short, there is no transmission mechanism running from money to prices.

(4) In fact, real bill advocates, the channel of influence runs in the opposite direction. Causation flows from prices and income to money, rather than vice versa. Income and prices determine the demand for money, which, in turn, determines the money supply. And since the money supply is the result and not the cause of variations in income, prices and spending, it follows that monetary changes cannot be the source of inflation, deflation, and business cycles. In essence, the quantity theorists' monetary interpretation of inflation, balance of payments disequilibrium, and business cycles must be wrong. Analysts should instead seek for the sources of economic disruptions in real (non-monetary) causes.

(5) A host of critics, both modern and old, have maintained that, contrary to the quantity theory, a monetary injection cannot always be relied upon to stimulate spending and increase prices. A monetary expansion may be ineffective for at least three reasons. First, the new money may simply be absorbed into idle hoards. Second, spending may be interest-insensitive, i.e., unresponsive to changes in interest rates induced by the monetary expansion. Third, as previously mentioned, the money stock may be demand-determined, in which case there can be no excess supply of money to spill over into the commodity market in the form of an excess demand for goods.

Many of these criticisms originated in the contra-quantity theory doctrines of the 19th century adversaries of the Bullionists and the Currency School.

Antibullionist Opposition to the Quantity Theory

Opposition to the quantity theory emerged early in the Bullionist debate in the form of the Antibullionists' critique of the Bullionists' policy analysis. At least two contra-quantity theory arguments can be identified in the Antibullionist position. First is the rejection of a monetary for a non-monetary explanation of economic disturbance. In opposition to the Bullionists' contention that both the gold premium and the depreciation of the paper pound were attributable to the overissue of currency, the Antibullionists maintained that the rise in the prices of bullion and foreign exchange were due to an unfavorable balance-of-payments stemming from non-monetary causes, notably domestic crop failures and heavy military outlays abroad. Moreover, Antibullionists denied that excessive money creation was the cause of the gold outflow and suspension of convertibility. Similarly, they doubted that mere contraction of the note issue would be sufficient to permit resumption. They argued that reduction of imports and curtailment of war-related foreign expenditures were the essential prerequisites for the restoration of the gold standard. This argument is the essence of the anti-quantity theory view that economic disturbances stem from non-monetary causes and require non-monetary cures.

Second, Antibullionists employed the real bills doctrine to assert the impossibility of an excess supply of money ever developing to exert upward pressures on prices. The real bills doctrine states that just the right amount of money and credit will be created if bank loans are made only for productive (nonspeculative) purposes. Defending the Bank of England against the Bullionists' charge of note overissue, Antibullionists argued that excessive issues were impossible as long as the Bank's note liabilities were based on sound commercial paper, i.e., were issued only to finance genuine production and trade. The real bills criterion, Antibullionists contended, would insure that the volume of currency would adapt itself automatically to the needs of trade. Bank notes issued to finance the production of goods would be extinguished when the goods were marketed and the real bills were retired (loans were repaid) with the sales proceeds. Since money creation would be limited to the expansion of real output, no inflation could occur. Here is the origin of the contra-quantity theory notion that the stock of money is solely demand-determined and therefore can have no independent influence on spending and prices.

Anti-Quantity Theory Views of the Banking School

The main attack on the quantity theory, however, was launched by the Banking School in its debate with the Currency School. Led by Thomas Tooke, John Fullarton, and James Wilson, Banking
School analysts challenged the validity of virtually all of the propositions of the quantity theory. They denied that monetary expansion or contraction would affect prices. They argued that changes in the supply of money and credit could not be expected to influence spending and prices for two reasons. First, new money may simply be absorbed into idle balances without entering the spending stream. Second, the supply of money is determined by the needs of trade and thus can never exceed demand.

The first point was brought out in the discussion of gold hoards. The Banking School alleged that great accumulations of idle money existed in the form of hoards of precious metals. These hoards supposedly were held mainly by the banks as excess bullion reserves. The full impact of gold flows, it was argued, would be absorbed entirely by those hoards without affecting the amount of currency in circulation. Imports of monetary gold would augment the hoards without causing an increase in the circulating media or inducing a rise in spending. Similarly, an outflow of gold would be withdrawn from the bullion hoards, but would have no effect on the monetary circulation or the volume of expenditure.

The second point was brought out in the Banking School's discussion of the real bills doctrine and the law of reflux. Like its Antibullionist predecessors, the Banking School contended that currency overissue was impossible as long as banks restricted their loans to self-liquidating commercial or agricultural paper. But the Banking School went further than the Antibullionists, arguing that even if the real bills criterion were violated, the law of reflux would operate to prevent overissue. If notes were emitted in excess of legitimate working capital needs, the public would not wish to hold the excess notes and would deposit them, use them to repay bank loans, or redeem them for coin. In any case, the excess notes would be returned immediately to the banks. In brief, the real bills criterion together with the reflux mechanism would provide a sufficient check to overissue. Notice how the Banking School, in rejecting the possibility of an excess supply of money and credit, also denied the validity of the monetary transmission mechanism propounded by the quantity theory. According to the latter, an excess supply of money is what induces the excess demand for goods that bids up prices, i.e., following a monetary injection, people try to get rid of undesired additional money holdings by spending them. This adjustment mechanism, however, was implicitly denied by the Banking School's insistence that the supply of money is always identically equal to the demand for it.

In its opposition to the quantity theory, the Bank-
tity theory propositions: (1) changes in economic activity precede and cause changes in the money supply (the so-called reverse-causation argument), (2) the supply of circulating media is not independent of the demand for it, and (3) the central bank does not actively control the money supply but instead accommodates or responds to prior changes in the demand for money.

Concerning the problem of money and money substitutes, the Banking School disputed the quantity theory view that control of the former implied control of the latter. Contrary to the Currency School's stress on a narrowly-defined money supply, the Banking School tended to emphasize the overall structure of credit. The Banking School criticized the Currency School's attempts to draw a hard and fast line between money and near-money. The Banking School argued that the ready availability of bank deposits, bills of exchange, and other forms of credit instruments that could circulate in lieu of money would defeat the Currency School's efforts to control the entire credit superstructure via control of the banknote base. The Banking School thought that the volume of credit that could be erected on a given monetary base was large, variable, and unpredictable. The total volume of credit, it was argued, is independent of, as well as quantitatively more significant than, the money stock. Here is an early example of two more anti-quantity theory notions, i.e., (1) the difficulty of making a watertight distinction between money and near-moneys, and (2) the ineffectiveness of policy attempts to stabilize prices via control of the stock of money in a financial system that can produce an endless array of money substitutes.

The contra-quantity theory views of the Banking School strongly influenced its position on at least three important policy questions. First, on the question of free versus regulated banking, the Banking School advocated more free trade and less regulation in banking than did the Currency School. The Banking School thought that the quantity of money and credit would best govern itself automatically through the force of people's self-interest. Thus, if the supply of money is determined by the needs of trade and is automatically regulated by the reflux mechanism, there was no need for intervention in the form of government legislation such as that proposed by the Currency School. Second, on the question of rules versus discretion in the control of the money supply, the Banking School generally was in favor of discretionary judgment of bankers as opposed to rules of government. The Currency School had advocated that discretionary policy be replaced by a fixed rule, i.e., the 100 percent marginal reserve requirement for banknote issues. But the Banking School held that banks should not be constrained by a rigid rule, because the optimum quantity of money would be forthcoming automatically if the banks themselves regulated their note and deposit liabilities by responding to the needs of trade. Third, on the question of the rationale of monetary policy, the Banking School regarded attempts to regulate prices via monetary control as both futile and pointless. In the first place, the money supply (especially the note component) is an endogenous variable not subject to exogenous control. And even if the narrow money supply could be controlled, the total paper circulation (total credit), a more comprehensive magnitude that is interchangeable with money, cannot be so controlled. Finally, the Banking School argued that to propose regulation of the price level via control of money and credit is to put the cart before the horse. For it is prices that determine the quantity of money and credit, and not vice versa.

THE NEO-CLASSICAL REFORMULATION

Despite the Banking School's criticisms, the quantity theory emerged from the mid-19th century Currency-Banking debate to command widespread acceptance. Moreover, in academic circles at least, it continued to reign as the dominant monetary theory until the 1930's. Several factors may have contributed to the success of the theory. For one thing, the Currency School's policy recommendations of fixed exchanges, maintenance of the gold standard, currency convertibility, and strict control of banknotes became part of British monetary orthodoxy in the second half of the nineteenth century. Since the quantity theory had provided the theoretical foundation for these policy prescriptions, it was only natural that it also was elevated to the rank of established orthodoxy. Then, too, there may have been some decline in the prestige of the opposing real bills doctrine. Long before the end of the century quantity theorists had exposed the fallacies of the real bills criterion as an automatic regulator of the money supply. Quantity theorists had demonstrated that as long as the loan rate of interest is below the expected yield on new capital projects, the demand for loans would be insatiable. In such a case the real bills criterion would provide no effective limit to the quantity of money in existence. Probably the most important contributing factor, however, was the rigorous mathematical restatement of the quantity theory provided by neo-classical economists around the turn of the century. Representing a substantial refinement, systematication, and extension of the earlier Classical...
analysis, the neo-classical reformulation added substantially to the intellectual appeal and scientific prestige of the theory.

**Neo-Classical Contributions**

The neo-classical re-formulation of the quantity theory consisted of at least three separate contributions. First, there was the mathematical framework that neo-classical economists employed to expound and empirically test the key propositions of the theory. This mathematical framework took two alternative forms, namely (1) Irving Fisher’s famous *equation of exchange*, \( MV = PT \), where \( M \) is the stock of money, \( V \) is velocity of circulation, \( P \) is the price level, and \( T \) is the physical volume of market transactions; and (2) the celebrated *Cambridge cash balance equation*, \( M = kPy \), where \( M \) is the stock of money in circulation, \( k \) is the desired cash balance ratio, i.e., the ratio of the nominal money supply to nominal income, \( P \) is the price level of the national product, and \( y \) is real national income or the national product valued at constant prices. Using these equations, neo-classical analysts were able to spell out precisely the conditions that must hold if the proportionality postulate is to be valid.

As explained by the neo-classical quantity theorists, these conditions included constancy of the velocity of money and of real output. Neo-classical economists held that velocity was a near-constant determined by individuals’ cash-holding decisions in conjunction with technological and institutional factors associated with the aggregate payments mechanism. More specifically, it was argued that individuals would try to keep non-interest-bearing transactions balances to the minimum necessary to finance day to day purchases and to provide a reserve for contingencies. The minimum balances that individuals would need to hold, and by implication, the rate of circulation of money, would depend on such factors as the state of development of the banking system, frequency of receipts and disbursements, length of the payment period, degree of synchronization of cash inflows and outflows, rapidity of transportation and communication, etc. Since these factors were thought to be subject to only gradual, evolutionary change, both velocity and the Cambridge \( k \), it was argued, could be treated as virtual constants in the neo-classical quantity equations. Output and transactions, too, were regarded as constants determined by full-capacity utilization of available resources and technology.

The policy implications of the neo-classical formulation were clear: monetary policy could be expected to exert a powerful, predictable influence on prices. With velocity, \( V \), and transactions, \( T \), both regarded as constants, Fisher’s equation of exchange could be expressed in a form, \( P = (V/T)M = (constant)M \), showing a constant proportional relationship between average prices and the money stock. Embodying the proportionality postulate, this expression implied that a policy-engineered percentage change in the money stock would cause the same percentage change in the price level.

The second neo-classical contribution was the formalization, elaboration, and extension of the Bullionist-Currency School ideas on control of the money supply. Irving Fisher, A. C. Pigou, and other neo-classical analysts demonstrated that monetary control could be achieved in a fractional reserve banking system via control of an exogenously determined stock of high-powered money. They argued that the total stock of money (coin and notes) and bank deposits would be a constant multiple of the monetary base. Underlying their argument were the assumptions that banks desire to hold a fixed proportion of their deposits as reserves and that the public desires to maintain a constant ratio of cash holdings to demand deposits. In short, they argued that the stock of money is governed by three proximate determinants: (1) the high-powered monetary base, (2) the bank’s desired reserve-to-deposit ratio, and (3) the public’s desired cash-to-deposit ratio, and that the monetary base dominates the latter two determinants.

Finally, neo-classical quantity theorists stressed the short-run non-neutrality of money, a topic that had been relatively neglected in the classical analysis. Neo-classical writers integrated the quantity theory into their analysis of business cycles, showing how changes in the quantity of money were a major cause of booms and slumps and how monetary regulation of the price level was a prerequisite to the stabilization of economic activity.

So influential was the neo-classical formulation of the quantity theory that it continued to serve as the standard macroeconomic model in use up to the 1930’s. In that decade, however, it encountered heavy criticism and, discredited, was supplanted by the Keynesian income-expenditure model.

**THE KEYNESIAN-MONETARIST CONTROVERSY**

The Bullionist and Currency-Banking controversies represent the leading 19th century examples of the recurrent debate over the quantity theory. The leading example of the debate in the present century, however, is the controversy that has been raging since the mid-1930’s between the anti-quantity theory
forces composed of John Maynard Keynes, his immediate followers, and later neo- or post-Keynesians on the one hand, and their pro-quantity theory antagonists, the monetarists, on the other. The debate erupted in 1936 with Keynes, in his classic, *The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money*, leveling a barrage of criticism at the quantity theory.

**The Keynesian Attack**  
Keynes's attack on the quantity theory consisted of five interrelated elements. First, he argued that the quantity theory assumed an automatic tendency of the economy to operate at full capacity, an assumption patently at odds with experience in the depressed 1930's. Only if production and employment are fixed at full capacity, said Keynes, would monetary-induced changes in spending manifest themselves solely in price level changes. But, he added, if the economy were operating at less than full employment, with idle resources to draw from, changes in spending would affect output and employment rather than prices. Thus, in much of his analysis of the economics of depression, Keynes reversed the assumptions of the quantity theory, treating prices as rigid and output as flexible. He rationalized his assumption of price rigidity by arguing that prices are governed by wage costs, and that union bargaining strength and other institutional forces prevent wages from being downwardly flexible even in depressions. Thus his argument reflected the anti-quantity theory view that the price level is determined by autonomously given factor costs rather than by the quantity of money.

Second, Keynes criticized the particular version of the quantity theory expressed in the neo-classical quantity equations on the grounds (1) that it was a tautological identity rather than an empirically refutable hypothesis, and (2) that it erroneously treated the circulation velocity of money as a near-constant. Keynes contended that, in actuality, the velocity variable in Fisher's equation of exchange was extremely unstable and that it might passively adapt to independent changes in the other elements of the equation. Thus, said Keynes, the impact of any change in M might be absorbed by an offsetting change in V and therefore would not be transmitted to P. Likewise, any change in income or the volume of market transactions might be accommodated by a change in velocity without requiring any change in the money supply.

Third, Keynes revived the Banking School conclusion concerning the futility of using monetary policy to regulate economic activity. Keynes held that monetary policy would be an ineffective cure for unemployment and recession for two reasons. First, monetary injections might be absorbed immediately into idle hoards without lowering interest rates sufficiently to stimulate investment spending. This conclusion was based on Keynes's theory of an absolute preference for liquidity at low interest rate levels, i.e., the case of the so-called liquidity trap. The theory of the liquidity trap stated that under certain circumstances — e.g., a severe depression characterized by an abnormally low rate of interest and by virtually unanimous expectations of capital losses owing to anticipated rises in bond yields and declines in bond prices — idle cash balances become perfect substitutes for bonds in wealthholders' portfolios. That is, when the anticipated capital loss on bonds is large enough to at least offset the low current interest return, there would be no inherent advantage to holding bonds rather than zero-yield cash. Consequently, the quantity of money demanded would become insatiable, i.e., infinitely sensitive to the slightest change in the rate of interest. In this liquidity trap case, only minute reductions in interest rates would be necessary to induce portfolio optimizers to hold virtually any amount of additional cash injected into the system. Increases in the money supply, therefore, would be ineffective in reducing interest rates and thus in stimulating investment spending via the interest rate channel. Here is the reappearance of the Banking School argument that a monetary expansion cannot be counted on to stimulate spending because the new money may simply disappear into idle hoards. Second, Keynes argued that even if monetary injections were successful in lowering market interest rates, those injections still would not stimulate economic activity if investment spending was unresponsive to changes in interest rates. To summarize, Keynes argued that either a liquidity trap or an interest-insensitive investment expenditure schedule could render a monetary expansion ineffective in a depression. In terms of Fisher's equation of exchange, \( MV = PT \), a rise in M would be offset by a fall in V, leaving total spending, PT, unchanged. With variable velocity absorbing all the impact of money stock changes, none would be transmitted to nominal income. The rigid links between money, spending, prices, and nominal income postulated by the quantity theory would be severed or severely weakened.

Fourth, like Thomas Tooke, Keynes argued that the income-expenditure analysis was superior to the quantity theory as an analytical model. Keynes's model emphasized the determinants of expenditure rather than the quantity of money. Moreover, it stressed a new non-monetary adjustment mechanism...
the so-called income multiplier — rather than the old direct and indirect monetary linkages. Specifically, Keynes argued that there is a multiplier relationship between autonomous expenditure (i.e., non-income-induced expenditures, e.g., government outlays for armaments or public works projects) and total income, such that a dollar change in the former will stimulate a two or three dollar change in the latter. The Keynesian emphasis on the determinants of spending rather than the stock of money was clearly in the tradition of Thomas Tooke. The chief policy implication of the Keynesian income-expenditure analysis was that fiscal policy would have a more powerful impact on income and employment than would monetary policy. Accordingly, Keynesians argued that chief reliance should be placed on government budgetary (tax and expenditure) policy rather than on monetary policy to stabilize the economy.

Finally, Keynes adhered to a non-monetary explanation of the Great Depression, arguing that the downswing had been triggered by a collapse of capital spending stemming from the disappearance of profitable investment opportunities, and that the contraction had been intensified by a collapse of confidence. Here is a restatement of the Anti-bullionist-Banking School notion that economic disturbances arise from exogenous shocks originating in the real sector rather than from erratic behavior of the money supply.

Post-Keynesian Extensions To Keynes's list of anti-quantity theory arguments, neo-Keynesian economists writing in the inflationary environment of the post-World War II period added others. One was the view that inflation is predominantly a cost-push phenomenon associated with union bargaining strength, monopoly power, administered or mark-up pricing policies, and other non-monetary institutional forces that contribute to autonomous increases in labor and other factor costs. Another was the view, espoused by "cheap-money" advocates, that expansionary monetary policy could be used to peg interest rates at low levels, thus minimizing the interest burden of the public debt. An alternative version of the same argument, associated with the Phillips Curve approach to policy questions, held that monetary policy could help peg the unemployment rate at permanently low levels. These latter two arguments conflict with the neutrality proposition that holds that money can have no permanent influence on real variables.

Perhaps the strongest anti-quantity theory views, however, were those contained in the Radcliffe Committee's revival and restatement of the Banking School's position on the problem of money and near-moneys. Representing the apogee of post-Keynesian skepticism of the relevancy of the quantity theory, the Radcliffe Report concluded (1) that money is a practically indistinguishable component of a virtually continuous spectrum of financial assets; (2) that the velocity of money is a mere arithmetic computation devoid of volitional meaning or economic content; and (3) that attempts to regulate spending via monetary control are inherently futile in a financial system that can economize on money by producing a limitless array of money substitutes. *Liquidity*, or the total of all assets performing some monetary function, was said to be the key determinant of spending. This variable, it was argued, could expand or contract independently of the narrowly-defined money supply. In the Radcliffe view, attempts to reduce inflation via contraction of the money supply could be frustrated by a compensatory increase in money substitutes, which in the equation of exchange would appear as a rise in the velocity of money. To summarize, the Radcliffe view restated, albeit in modern terms, the old Banking School arguments (1) that it is hard to draw the line between money and near-money, (2) that the volume of credit that can be erected on a given monetary base is virtually unlimited, and (3) that the supply of credit is an endogenous variable responding to the demand for it.

The Monetarist Counterattack Quantity theorists responded to the Keynesian attack with counter-arguments based on theoretical developments and empirical research. Chief among the theoretical developments contributing to the resurgence of the quantity theory were (1) the theory of the *real balance* or *wealth effect*, and (2) Milton Friedman's reformulation of the quantity theory as a theory of the demand for money.

The theory of the real balance effect was used to demonstrate that money matters, at least in principle, even in the extreme Keynesian case where the interest rate channel is blocked by a liquidity trap and/or an interest-insensitive investment spending schedule. The key assumptions of the analysis were that real balances are a component of wealth and that wealth is an important determinant of consumption and investment spending. According to the real balance argument, prices would fall in a depression, thereby raising the purchasing power of wealth held in money form. The price-induced rise in the real value of cash balances would then stimulate spending directly until full capacity utilization had been attained. As
the wealth effect operated independently of changes in interest rates, closure of the indirect channel could not prevent the restoration of full employment. It was but a short step from the analysis of the price-induced wealth effect to the argument that a rise in real balances and hence spending could beaccomplished just as easily via a monetary expansion, thereby proving the potential potency of monetary policy even in a depression.

In sum, the real balance argument weakened the Keynesian attack in several important respects. At the theoretical level, it offered both an avenue of escape from the Keynesian liquidity trap and a means of thwarting the interest inelasticity of the investment spending schedule, thus contradicting the Keynesian doctrine of underemployment equilibrium. Moreover, it cast doubt on the Keynesian view of money as a specific substitute solely for bonds. It created this doubt by emphasizing the relation between real balances and spending, thus suggesting that money was a general substitute for a wide range of goods and services. Finally, it suggested that the Keynesian view of the monetary transmission mechanism was seriously incomplete.

The second important theoretical development was Milton Friedman's restatement of the quantity theory, a reformulation that emphasized two novel features. First, the quantity theory was reinterpreted as a theory of the demand for money rather than as a theory of the determination of the level of prices and nominal income. Second, the essence of the quantity theory was said to be the existence of a stable functional relationship between the velocity of money (or its counterpart, the quantity of real balances demanded) and a small number of independent variables that determine it.

The reader will notice how Friedman's reformulation was designed to rebut many of the Keynesian criticisms. In denying that the quantity theory was a theory of income determination, Friedman freed it from the Keynesian criticism that it assumed full employment. And in stating the quantity theory as a demand-for-money function capable of being empirically tested, Friedman countered the Keynesian contention that the theory was a mere tautology. Finally, Friedman's treatment of velocity as a stable functional relationship refuted the Keynesian arguments (1) that velocity is a mere arithmetic calculation devoid of economic content; (2) that the quantity theory assumes velocity to be constant; and (3) that velocity is an unstable magnitude subject to erratic, unpredictable shifts. In Friedman's formulation, fluctuations in velocity are perfectly consistent with the idea of a stable functional relation, since those shifts may be caused by changes in the independent variables of the velocity function.

Quantity theorists also attempted to refute Keynesian criticisms with empirical research. Two types of empirical studies were utilized. The first was a reexamination of American financial history, the main contributions being Friedman and Schwartz's *A Monetary History of the United States, 1867-1960* and Cagan's *Determinants and Effects of Changes in the Stock of Money, 1867-1960*. Both volumes amply demonstrated the significant independent role played by money stock changes in U. S. business cycles. One of the main conclusions of the Friedman and Schwartz study was that a rapid and large reduction in the money supply played the dominant causal role in the Great Contraction of the 1930's. This finding led to the criticism that the Keynesian interpretation, which had attributed the depression to a collapse of investment demand, was a misreading of the facts of experience. The Cagan volume demonstrated, as did the Friedman and Schwartz study, that throughout much of U. S. monetary history the supply of money was independently determined. This evidence seemed to refute the Banking School-Radcliffe doctrine that the stock of money is demand-determined.

The second type of empirical research advanced in defense of the quantity theory took the form of statistical tests, conducted in the early 1960's, comparing the predictive accuracy of Friedman's version of the quantity theory against the rival Keynesian income-expenditure theory. In these tests, the quantity theory consistently out-performed the Keynesian theory. Recent studies, however, have cast doubt on the validity of the basic methodology underlying these tests. Hence, the findings should be regarded as inconclusive. At the time, however, the tests seemed to support the quantity theory.

Associated with the resurgence of the quantity theory has been a rise in the monetarist approach to policy problems. The monetarist view contains several elements. It regards monetary policy as having a powerful long-run impact on nominal income. By contrast, it regards fiscal policy as having a negligible and incomes policy a perverse long-run impact on economic activity. Monetarists, furthermore, argue that the quantity of money, rather than the level and structure of interest rates, is the appropriate variable for the monetary authority to regulate. And finally, monetarists hold that the existence of long and variable lags makes it difficult to predict the short-run impact of monetary changes; therefore, discretionary stabilization policy should be abandoned in favor of a rigid rule whereby the
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money supply grows at a fixed percentage rate corresponding to the long-term growth rate of real output. These monetarist policy prescriptions have gained increasing recognition in recent years.

**SURVIVAL OF THE CLASSICAL QUANTITY THEORY IN THE MODERN MONETARIST APPROACH**

This article has sketched the evolution of the quantity theory of money from its fragmentary pre-classical beginnings, through its crystallization and consolidation in classical monetary analysis, and finally to its culmination in the recent rise of monetarism. Among the milestones in this long process of historical development were: (1) Bodin’s hypothesis concerning the cause of the 16th century price revolution; (2) the Cantillon-Hume two-fold distinction between (i) equilibrium statics and disequilibrium dynamics, and (ii) the long-run neutrality and short-run non-neutrality of money, both distinctions necessary to an understanding of the causal role of money; (3) the classical economists’ application of the theory to policy questions concerning the regulation of the money supply; (4) the mathematical restatement of the theory by Irving Fisher and other neoclassical economists; and, finally, (5) Milton Friedman’s recent reformulation of the quantity theory as a theory of the demand for money.

To some extent, however, this evolution has been illusory. Despite the apparent growing sophistication and complexity of the theory, there has been no radical change in its basic tenets since the early 19th century. After having gained firm roots in classical monetary tradition, the fundamental postulates of the theory experienced little subsequent alteration. Since the classical period, most of the improvements in the theory have consisted of its periodic and increasingly rigorous reformulation in order to conform with the latest innovations in economic theorizing or to meet the increasingly severe standards of empirical testing. Examples include (1) Fisher’s reformulation of the theory in terms of the equation of exchange, which corresponded to the emerging use of mathematics in neo-classical economic analysis, and (2) Friedman’s restatement, which utilized the latest developments in capital theory and incorporated the asset or portfolio approach to the demand for money, and which facilitated statistical estimation and testing. These refinements changed the outward appearance of the theory without altering its underlying postulates.

The survival of these 19th century monetary postulates serves to link the older with more modern explanations of the quantity theory. It is, therefore, fitting to close the article with a brief comparison of the chief conclusions of the classical and the monetarist versions of the theory. The classical explanation, it will be remembered, stressed: (1) the neutrality of money in long-run equilibrium, (2) the temporary non-neutrality of money in the transition period, (3) the causal role of money in the transmission mechanism, (4) the monetary theory of price movements, (5) long-run proportionality between money and prices, and (6) exogeneity of the money supply. Moreover, the classical policy analysis yielded the additional conclusions that the money supply can be effectively regulated through the control of its note component alone and that time lags render discretionary monetary stabilization efforts destabilizing, thus necessitating the imposition of a fixed rule.

In line with the classical notion of the long-run neutrality of money, monetarists still argue that the long-term expansion path of output is determined by real factors, e.g., resource endowments, technology, and the productivity of labor and capital. It is argued that changes in the money stock can have no long-run impact on these real determinants of output. Consequently, in long-run equilibrium money is merely a veil. Monetarists, furthermore, adhere to the classical doctrine that the real rate of interest is determined by the non-monetary forces of productivity and thrift. They reject the neo-Keynesian view that the monetary authorities can permanently alter the real rate of interest (and thus the pace of capital formation and the growth rate of output) via changes in the money supply. Likewise they reject the neo-Keynesian notion that an expansionary monetary policy can permanently peg the rate of unemployment at low levels. There can be no long-run relation, say the monetarists, between a monetary variable and real variables, such as the interest rate and the rate of unemployment.

Monetarists adhere to the classical doctrine of the temporary short-run non-neutrality of money. They stress that any sudden change in the money supply or its rate of growth will have a significant frictional impact on output, employment, and perhaps the product-mix. As the chief reason for these non-neutral transition effects, they cite the distortion of relative prices owing to the failure of some prices to adjust as fast as others to the monetary change. They point out that prices do not adjust fully and instantaneously to an unanticipated monetary change because it takes time for people to perceive the change.

---

2 It should be noted that the balance-sheet or asset-portfolio approach is not of monetarist origin. This approach was first developed by Keynes and J. R. Hicks in the mid-1930's and was elaborated subsequently by James Tobin and others.
and adapt to it. Eventually, however, actual money and price level changes are fully recognized and future changes in these variables are correctly anticipated. Consequently, actual price changes in all sectors of the economy adjust completely to price experience and price expectations, thus eliminating the temporary distortions to real variables. The same points, of course, have been accepted by quantity theorists since Cantillon and Hume.

As for the active role of money in the transmission mechanism, monetarists stress that money stock changes precede and cause changes in nominal national income. Similar to their Bullionist and Currency School forebears, monetarists view money as the chief source of economic disturbance and as the predominant cause of price level changes. They attribute both the Great Depression of the 1930's and the post-1965 inflation to the erratic behavior of the money supply. Inflation, they state, is always and everywhere a monetary phenomenon. Since money is the main disrupter of economic equilibrium, it follows that proper control of the money supply is the key to reducing inflation and depression.

The active role of money is also stressed in monetarists' theoretical analysis of the monetary adjustment process. Here the motivating force is always seen to be discrepancy between actual and desired real cash balances, i.e., an excess supply of money. If people have more money than they desire, they will spend the excess for assets, including securities, investment goods, and consumption goods. The increased spending eventually leads to higher prices, thereby bringing actual real balances back to their desired level and thus eliminating the initial excess supply of money. The emphasis in the monetarist analysis is clearly on the causal role played by money in the adjustment to new equilibrium.

On the related issue of the transmission mechanism, the monetarist analysis tends to emphasize interest rate effects more than did the classical analysis, which tended to highlight the direct impact of monetary changes on commodity expenditure. Despite a great deal of lip-service paid to the notion of the direct effect, monetarists now acknowledge that the transmission mechanism operates primarily through a complicated portfolio or balance sheet adjustment process involving numerous interest rate channels and affecting a wide range of assets and expenditures. Specifically, the monetarist views monetary changes as generating shifts in the composition of asset portfolios or balance sheets, thereby inducing changes in the prices and yields of existing financial and non-financial assets (including producer and consumer durable goods) relative to the prices of current services and new assets. These asset price and yield changes, in turn, generate changes in the demands for service flows and new asset stocks and hence in the prices and/or outputs of the latter items.

Although the monetarist analysis differs from the classical in the role it assigns to the portfolio-adjustment process, it nevertheless agrees with the classical view of the strength of the transmission mechanism. Modern monetarists maintain that the linkages connecting money to spending are numerous, thereby permitting the full impact of a monetary change to be transmitted to prices and nominal income. Monetarists argue that the portfolio-adjustment or asset-substitution effects of a monetary change have a powerful influence on spending because they operate over such a wide range of assets and interest rates. It should be noted in passing that the question of the appropriate range of assets and interest rates to be considered in the analysis of the transmission mechanism is a key point in the monetarist-Keynesian controversy over the spending impact of monetary changes. Unlike the monetarist model, Keynesian models tend to concentrate on a narrow range of assets and interest rates. Consequently, the transmission process is forced to go through an extremely narrow channel, thereby choking off some of the spending impact of a monetary change. No such limitation exists in the monetarist model, which concentrates on a wide range of assets and interest rates. In the monetarist analysis, individuals are seen as disposing of their excess money balances over a broad spectrum of existing assets, including bonds, equities, durable producer goods, durable and semi-durable consumer goods.

Modern monetarists also agree with classical quantity theorists on the question of the exogeneity of the money supply. Like the Bullionists and members of the Currency School, monetarists contend that the central bank can exercise effective control over the nominal money stock by controlling a narrowly defined base of high-powered money (currency plus bank reserves). More specifically, monetarists maintain that the supply of money is determined by three distinct variables, including (1) the monetary base (controlled by the monetary authority), (2) the reserve/deposit ratio (determined by the decisions of commercial bankers subject to legal reserve requirements), and (3) the currency/deposit ratio desired by non-bank individuals. The latter two determinants form the sole components of the so-called money multiplier which, when multiplied by the monetary base, yields the money supply. Monetarists contend that the money multiplier forms a fairly stable link between the base and the money
stock, thus permitting the central bank to exercise effective control over the money supply. It is true that the money multiplier itself is not under the direct control of the central bank. Commercial bankers and the public, via their decisions regarding the desired reserve/deposit and currency/deposit ratios, determine the size of the multiplier. But monetarists argue that the money multiplier and its component ratios are sufficiently stable and predictable to permit firm control of the money stock via control of the monetary base.

On other policy issues relating to money control, monetarists echo the views of their 19th century predecessors. Today's monetarists are no less critical of the central bank than were Ricardo and other Bullionist writers of the 19th century Bank of England. Similar to Ricardo, who pointed out that by pegging the interest rate, the central bank may lose control of the money supply, modern monetarists insist that interest rates are a misleading guide to monetary policy. Like the Currency School, which argued that convertibility was an insufficient safeguard to overissue because of time-lags that might bring the central bank's gold reserve near to exhaustion, modern monetarists argue that the existence of long and variable lags in the relation between money, income, and prices, as well as the lack of understanding of those lags, militates against the use of discretionary monetary policy. The effect of these lags, monetarists hold, is to make the short-run response of income to monetary changes erratic and hard to predict. It follows, therefore, that short-run stabilization policy is at best difficult and at worst likely to be perverse and hence should be avoided. Following the example of the Currency School, monetarists advocate that the central bank's discretionary management be replaced by a rule—in this case a rule fixing the annual percentage growth rate of the money stock at a steady figure roughly corresponding to the long-term growth rate of output.

Monetarist doctrine departs from the strict classical quantity theory on at least one major point, i.e., the proportionality postulate. Monetarists do not insist on a rigidly proportional relationship between monetary changes and price level changes. As previously mentioned, the proportionality postulate follows from the classical assumption of constancy in the quantity of real cash balances demanded by moneyholders. If real cash balances are to remain unchanged following a change in the nominal money stock, then a rise in $M$ must necessarily be accompanied by an equiproportional rise in $P$ to keep real balances, $M/P$, the same. Unlike classical quantity theorists, however, monetarists do not interpret the quantity of real balances demanded as a numerical constant. Instead, they view it as a stable function of several variables, including wealth, real income, expected real rates of interest (the opportunity cost of money holdings), and the anticipated rate of inflation (the depreciation cost of cash balances). Depending on movements in these variables, the quantity of real balances demanded may alter from time to time. For example, if a monetary injection leads to a rise in the anticipated rate of inflation, the quantity of real balances demanded will fall. People will want to hold a smaller quantity of real balances than before because of the rise in the depreciation cost of money holdings. In consequence, prices will rise in greater proportion than the change in the money stock. The greater-than-proportionate rise in $P$ is necessary to achieve the desired reduction in real balances, $M/P$.

Nevertheless, the difference between monetarists and classical quantity theorists on the proportionality question is not very great. Monetarists insist that, under normal conditions, the quantity of real balances demanded is a definite and stable magnitude. Real balances demanded may fall slightly when the money supply increases, or rise somewhat when the money supply falls, or perhaps even undergo some alteration in the absence of monetary change. But these changes are not expected to be very large. In short, while desired real balances are no longer viewed as a constant, they are seen normally as being subject to only very moderate changes. Under such conditions any monetary change will be accompanied by near-proportional change in prices. Practically speaking, therefore, monetarists would probably accept the proposition of near-proportionality between money and prices in the long run.

Thomas M. Humphrey
The following letter by Professor Milton Friedman, Department of Economics, University of Chicago, was written in response to a letter by Arthur F. Burns, Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, which appeared in the December 1973 Review.

Dear Senator Proxmire:

On September 17, 1973, you asked the Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System to comment on certain published criticisms of monetary policy. On November 6, 1973, the Chairman replied on behalf of the System. This Reply has been widely publicized by the Federal Reserve System. It was reprinted in the Federal Reserve Bulletin (November, 1973) and in at least five of the separate Federal Reserve Bank Reviews.

The Reply makes many valid points. Yet, taken as a whole, it evades rather than answers the criticisms. It appears to exonerate the Federal Reserve System from any appreciable responsibility for the current inflation, yet a close reading reveals that it does not do so, and other evidence, to which the Reply does not refer, establishes a strong case that the Fed has contributed to inflation. The Reply appears to attribute admitted errors in monetary policy to forces outside the Fed, yet the difficulties in controlling and measuring the money supply are largely of the Fed's own making.

The essence of the System's answer to the criticisms is contained in three sentences, one dealing with the Fed's responsibility for the 1973 inflation; the other two, with the problem of controlling and measuring the money supply. I shall discuss each in turn.

*The Economic Review is publishing Professor Friedman's letter of March 20 in the interest of promoting the widest possible public discussion of the vital issues of monetary policy.*

RESPONSIBILITY FOR INFLATION

The severe rate of inflation that we have experienced in 1973 cannot responsibly be attributed to monetary management (italics added).

As written, this sentence is unexceptionable. Delete the word "severe," and the sentence is indefensible.

The Reply correctly cites a number of special factors that made the inflation in 1973 more severe than could have been expected from prior monetary growth alone—the world-wide economic boom, ecological impediments to investment, escalating farm prices, energy shortages. These factors may well explain why consumer prices rose by 8 per cent in 1973 (fourth quarter 1972 to fourth quarter 1973) instead of, say, by 6 per cent. But they do not explain why inflation in 1973 would have been as high as 6 per cent in their absence. They do not explain why consumer prices rose more than 25 per cent in the five years from 1968 to 1973.

The Reply recognizes that "the effects of stabilization policies occur gradually over time" and that "it is never safe to rely on just one concept of money." Yet, the Reply presents statistical data on the growth of money or income or prices for only 1972 and 1973, and for only one of the three monetary concepts it refers to, namely, M₁ (currency plus demand deposits), the one that had the lowest rate of growth. On the basis of the evidence in the Reply, there is no way to evaluate the longer-term policies of the Fed, or to compare current monetary policy with earlier policy, or one concept of money with another.

From calendar year 1970 to calendar year 1973,
M₄ grew at the annual rate of 6.9 per cent; in the preceding decade, from 1960 to 1970, at 4.2 per cent. More striking yet, the rate of growth from 1970 to 1973 was higher than for any other three-year period since the end of World War II.

The other monetary concepts tell the same story. From 1970 to 1973, M₂ (M₁ plus commercial bank time deposits other than large C.D.'s) grew at the annual rate of 10.5 per cent; from 1960 to 1970, at 6.7 per cent. From 1970 to 1973, M₃ (M₂ plus deposits at non-bank thrift institutions) grew at the annual rate of 12.0 per cent; from 1960 to 1970, at 7.2 per cent. For both M₂ and M₃, the rates of growth from 1970 to 1973 are higher than for any other three-year period since World War II.

As the accompanying chart demonstrates, prices show the same pattern as monetary growth except for the Korean War inflation. In the early 1960's consumer prices rose at a rate of 1 to 2 per cent per year; from 1970 to 1973, at an average rate of 4.6 per cent; currently, they are rising at a rate of not far from 10 per cent. The accelerated rise in the quantity of money has clearly been reflected, after some delay, in a similar accelerated rise in prices.

However limited may be the Fed’s ability to control monetary aggregates from quarter to quarter or even year to year, the monetary acceleration depicted in the chart, which extended over more than a decade, could not have occurred without the Fed’s acquiescence—to put it mildly. And however loose may be the year-to-year relation between monetary growth and inflation, the acceleration in the rate of inflation over the past decade could not have occurred without the prior monetary acceleration.

Whatever therefore may be the verdict on the short-run relations to which the Reply restricts itself, the Fed's long-run policies have played a major role in producing our present inflation.

There is much evidence on the shorter-term as well as the longer-term relations. Studies for the United States and many other countries reveal highly consistent patterns. A substantial change in the rate of monetary growth which is sustained for more than a few months tends to be followed some six or nine months later by a change in the same direction in the rate of growth of total dollar spending. To begin with, most of the change in spending is reflected in output and employment. Typically, though not always, it takes another year to 18 months before the change in monetary growth is reflected in prices. On the average, therefore, it takes something like two years for a higher or lower rate of monetary growth to be reflected in a higher or lower rate of inflation.

Table I illustrates this relation between monetary growth and prices. It shows rates of change for three monetary aggregates and for consumer prices over two-year spans measured from the first quarter of the corresponding years. The average delay in the effect of monetary change on prices is allowed for by matching each biennium for prices with the prior biennium for money. Clearly, on the average, prices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dates for M₁, M₂, M₃</th>
<th>Annual Per Cent Rates of Growth from First Quarter to First Quarter of Indicated Years for</th>
<th>Dates for Consumer Prices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1959 to 1961</td>
<td>0.8 2.5 4.6 1.1</td>
<td>1961 to 1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961 to 1963</td>
<td>2.4 5.9 7.6 1.3</td>
<td>1963 to 1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963 to 1965</td>
<td>4.1 6.9 8.3 2.7</td>
<td>1965 to 1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965 to 1967</td>
<td>3.7 7.2 6.7 4.2</td>
<td>1967 to 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967 to 1969</td>
<td>7.3 9.4 8.8 5.5</td>
<td>1969 to 1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969 to 1971</td>
<td>4.8 6.3 6.4 3.9</td>
<td>1971 to 1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971 to 1973</td>
<td>7.2 10.4 12.6 (9.1)*</td>
<td>1973 to</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RECENT MONETARY GROWTH RATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calendar Year</th>
<th>Annual Per Cent Rate of Growth of M_1</th>
<th>M_2</th>
<th>M_3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1970-1971</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971-1972</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972-1973</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

reflect the behavior of money two years earlier.

To avoid misunderstanding, let me stress that, as the table illustrates, this is an average relationship, not a precise relationship that can be expected to hold in exactly the same way in every month or year or even decade. As the Reply properly stresses, many factors affect the course of prices other than changes in the quantity of money. Over short periods, they may sometimes be more important. But the Federal Reserve and the Federal Reserve alone has the responsibility for the quantity of money; it does not have the responsibility, and certainly not sole responsibility, for the other factors that affect inflation. And the record is unmistakably clear that, over the past three years taken as a whole, the Federal Reserve System has exercised that responsibility in a way that has exacerbated inflation.

This conclusion holds not only for the three years as a whole but also for each year separately, as Table II shows. The one encouraging feature is the slightly lower rate of growth of M_2 and M_3 from 1972 to 1973 than in the earlier two years. But the tapering off is mild and it is not clear that it is continuing. More important, even these lower rates are far too high. Steady growth of M_2 at 9 and 10 per cent would lead to an inflation of about 6 or 7 per cent per year. To bring inflation down to 3 per cent, let alone to zero, the rate of growth of M_2 must be reduced to something like 5 to 7 per cent.

CONTROLLING AND MEASURING THE MONEY SUPPLY

The conduct of monetary policy could be improved if steps were taken to increase the precision with which the money supply can be controlled by the Federal Reserve. Part of the present control problem stems from statistical inadequacies (italics added).

Again these sentences from the Reply are literally correct, but they give not the slightest indication that the difficulties of controlling and measuring the money supply are predominantly of the Fed's own making. The only specific problems that the Reply mentions are the "paucity of data on deposits at nonmember banks" and the fact that "nonmember banks are not subject to the same reserve requirements as are Federal Reserve Members."

Non-member deposits do raise problems in measuring and controlling the money supply, but they are minor compared to other factors. The Reply's emphasis on them is understandable on other grounds. Almost since it was established in 1914, the Fed has been anxious to bring all commercial banks into the System, and has been worried about the defection of banks from member to non-member status. It has therefore seized every occasion, such as the Reply provides, to stress the desirability of requiring all banks to be members of the System or at least subject to the same reserve requirements as member banks.

Control Non-member banks raise a minor problem with respect to control. Their reserve ratios do differ from those of member banks. But non-member banks hold only one-quarter of all deposits, this fraction tends to change rather predictably, and changes in it can be monitored and offset by open market operations.

A far more important problem with respect to control is the lagged reserve requirement that was introduced by the Fed in 1968. This change has not worked as it was expected to. Instead, by introducing additional delay between Federal Reserve open market operations and the money supply, it has appreciably reduced "the precision with which the money supply can be controlled by the Federal Reserve." Other measures taken by the Fed have had the same effect. In an article on this subject published recently, George Kaufman, long an economist with the Federal Reserve System, concluded, "by increasing the complexity of the money multiplier, proliferating rate ceilings on different types of deposits, and encouraging banks, albeit unintentionally, to search out non-deposit sources of funds, the Federal Reserve has increased its own difficulty in controlling the stock of money. . . . To the extent the increased difficulty supports the long voiced contention of some Federal Reserve officials that they are unable to control the stock of money even if they so wished, the actions truly represent a self-fulfilling prophecy."

Even more basic is the procedure used by the Open Market Desk of the New York Federal Reserve Bank in carrying out the directives of the Open Market Committee. These directives have increasingly been stated in terms of desired changes in monetary aggregates rather than in money-market
conditions. However, the Desk has not adapted its procedure to the new objective. Instead, it tries to use money-market conditions (that is, interest rates) as an indirect device to control monetary aggregates. Many students of the subject believe that this technique is inefficient. Money-market conditions are affected by many forces other than the Fed's operations. As a result, the Desk cannot control money-market conditions very accurately and cannot predict accurately what changes in money-market conditions are required to produce the desired change in monetary aggregates.

An alternative procedure would be to operate directly on high-powered money, which the Fed can control to a high degree of precision. Many of us believe that the changes in high-powered money required to produce the desired change in monetary aggregates can be estimated tolerably closely even now. They could be estimated with still greater precision if the Fed were to rationalize the structure of reserve requirements.

**Measurement** Repeatedly, in the past few years, the Fed's statisticians have retrospectively revised estimates of monetary aggregates, sometimes, as in December 1972, by very substantial amounts.

The one source of measurement error mentioned in the Reply is the unavailability of data on non-member banks. This is a source of error because non-member banks report deposit data on only two, or sometimes four, dates a year. The resulting error in estimates for intervening or subsequent dates has sometimes been sizable, but mostly it has accounted for a minor part of the statistical revisions. In any event, this source of error can be reduced drastically by sampling and other devices which the Fed could undertake on its own without additional legislation.

More important sources of error are seasonal adjustment procedures and the estimation and treatment of cash items, non-deposit liabilities, and foreign held deposits.

It has long seemed to me little short of scandalous that the money supply figures should require such substantial and frequent revision. The Fed is itself the primary source of data required to measure the money supply; it can get additional data it may need; it has a large and highly qualified research staff. Yet for years it has failed to undertake the research effort necessary to correct known defects in its money supply series.*

*On January 31, 1974, after this comment had been drafted, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System announced "the formation of a special committee of prominent academic experts to review concepts, procedures and methodology involved in estimating the money supply and other monetary aggregates." I have agreed to serve as a member of this committee.

**CONCLUSION**

For more than a decade, monetary growth has been accelerating. It has been higher in the past three years than in any other three-year period since the end of World War II. Inflation has also accelerated over the past decade. It too has been higher in the past three years than in any other three-year period since 1947. Economic theory and empirical evidence combine to establish a strong presumption that the acceleration in monetary growth is largely responsible for the acceleration in inflation. Nothing in the Reply of the Chairman of the Federal Reserve System to your letter contradicts or even questions that conclusion. And nothing in that Reply denies that the Federal Reserve System had the power to prevent the sharp acceleration in monetary growth.

I recognize, of course, that there are now, and have been in the past, strong political pressures on the Fed to continue rapid monetary growth. Once inflation has proceeded as far as it already has, it will, as the Reply says, take some time to eliminate it. Moreover, there is literally no way to end inflation that will not involve a temporary, though perhaps fairly protracted, period of low economic growth and relatively high unemployment. Avoidance of the earlier excessive monetary growth would have had far less costly consequences for the community than cutting monetary growth down to an appropriate level will now have. But the damage has been done. The longer we wait, the harder it will be. And there is no other way to stop inflation.

The only justification for the Fed's vaunted independence is to enable it to take measures that are wise for the long-run even if not popular in the short-run. That is why it is so discouraging to have the Reply consist almost entirely of a denial of responsibility for inflation and an attempt to place the blame elsewhere.

If the Fed does not explain to the public the nature of our problem and the costs involved in ending inflation; if it does not take the lead in imposing the temporarily unpopular measures required, who will?

Sincerely yours,

Milton Friedman
Professor of Economics
AN ECONOMIC PROFILE OF VIRGINIA

The Profile is an 86-page booklet on the changes and developments in industry, banking, trade, population, income, transportation, etc., that occurred during the decade of the 1960's.
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